ABSTRACT MAC address randomization [5] in Wi-Fi-enabled devices has recently been adopted to prevent passive tracking of mobile devices. However, Wi-Fi frames still contain fields that can be used to fingerprint devices and potentially allow tracking. Panoptiphone is a tool inspired by the web browser fingerprinting tool Panopticlick [2] , which aims to show the identifying information that can be found in the frames broadcast by a Wi-Fi-enabled device. Information is passively collected from devices that have their Wi-Fi interface enabled, even if they are not connected to an access point. Panoptiphone uses this information to create a fingerprint of the device and empirically evaluate its uniqueness among a database of fingerprints. The user is then shown how much identifying information its device is leaking through Wi-Fi and how unique it is.
INTRODUCTION
Tracking people through their mobile devices has become common despite being controversial. Tracking individuals using Wi-Fi signals emitted by their portable device is being used by surveillance [3] and commercial organizations [4] . Wi-Fi tracking is possible because Wi-Fi-enabled devices routinely transmit probe requests to search for nearby networks, and these requests contain the unique MAC address of the device [7] . An attacker can easily capture and track these requests using off-the-shelf hardware.
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WiSec'16 July 18-22, 2016, Darmstadt, Germany MAC address randomization [5] . While it is a necessary step towards increased privacy, it has been shown that MAC address randomization may not be sufficient in itself to provide adequate privacy [8] . Indeed, among other things, probe requests include valuable information for device fingerprinting, in the form of Information Elements (IEs) [6, §7.2.3] , also called tagged parameters, or tags. These IEs are not mandatory and are used to advertise the support of various functionalities. They are generally composed of several subfields whose size can range from one bit to several bytes. The previous paper [8] showed that a subset of these IEs do not change over time, and can bring up to 7 bits of entropy. With our tool, we extend this work by listing all IEs handled by libpcap and provide a user-friendly way to display them, along with a calculation of their impact on privacy.
UNIQUENESS EVALUATION
The goal of Panoptiphone is to exhibit the trackability of a device by evaluating its uniqueness. This evaluation is based on the fingerprint built using the IEs found in the probe requests sent by this device. The uniqueness is evaluated with regard to a database of fingerprints. Following the approach of Panopticlick [2] , we consider two metrics to evaluate this uniqueness: the anonymity set size that corresponds to the number of devices that are sharing the same fingerprint, and the entropy that quantifies the amount of identifying information provided by information elements.
The entropy of an IE or a set of IEs is computed as follows:
where Ei is the domain of possible values for element i and fi,j is the frequency (i.e., probability) of the value j for the element i in the database. We consider the absence of an element as a possible value.
THE PANOPTIPHONE TOOL
The Panoptiphone tool is based on a three-step process. First, radio signals emitted by a device are captured through a Wi-Fi interface in monitor mode, then the resulting data is analyzed to evaluate the uniqueness of the device, and finally the result is displayed as a feedback to the user. The architecture of the tool is presented on figure 1 .
To capture data, our tool only requires a Wi-Fi card supporting monitor mode. On a modern Linux system, this is the case for most basic off-the-shelf cards. Using an external dongle can simplify the estimation of proximity of users' devices, but is not necessary. Adjacent devices are detected using RSSI. The tool is composed of two scripts. The first one, panoptiphone.sh, is a small bash script configuring the Wi-Fi interface and launching tshark with appropriate options. The latter can output exhaustive information in a XML stream, which can then be parsed in real time by the second script, panoptiphone.py. The latter is a python script making the computations using and storing information in a local database, and displaying results. The display includes the list of Information Elements, which are presented using their libpcap name, along with metrics for each element.
We rely on a database of fingerprints obtained from the Sapienza dataset [1] , composed of 8 millions of probe requests from 160 000 devices. Pending on the user consent, our tool can add a fingerprint of tested devices to the database.
The only information captured by our tool (in its current form) is the IEs contained in probe requests, sent by devices having an enabled Wi-Fi interface. Traffic data sent by associated devices, timing information or physical-layer information are not considered.
Once the fingerprint is captured, the privacy metrics (anonymity set size and entropy) are computed for each IE as well as for the whole fingerprint. The result of this analysis is then displayed to the user.
PRIVACY-PROTECTION MEASURES
It is often non-trivial to manipulate private data while disclosing privacy breaches. In order to guarantee the privacy of our tool's users, we keep as little necessary information as possible. In particular, we do not keep association between the different IEs, except for the global fingerprint, which is kept SHA256-hashed. Thus, the only information that can be obtained out of it is whether a full global fingerprint has already been seen. Furthermore, we encrypt elements which are direct identifiers or contain private information: MAC addresses, WPS's UUIDs, SSIDs.
In real-time mode, the tool only detects devices in a range close to the antenna (a few centimeters), to ensure only agreeing participants will have their data collected.
INTERACTION WITH PARTICIPANTS
During the demonstration, conference participants will be able to interact with Panoptiphone by testing the uniqueness of their Wi-Fi-enabled device. By bringing their device close to the antenna of Panoptiphone, they will trigger a capture event that will capture the fingerprint of their device, which will be processed by the tool to compute the uniqueness of the device. The result of this process will be displayed as a feedback to the user on a screen. Figure 2 presents an example of several commands and their output, starting with an example output of the real-time mode.
In addition, participants will be able to contribute by giving their data providing they agree to the storage of their fingerprint. The tool has several additional features such as the display of the global statistics of the fingerprints stored in the database as well as specific informations elements.
CONCLUSION
We introduce Panoptiphone, a user-friendly tool to shed light on the trackability of Wi-Fi-enabled devices, even when they are using industry-standard techniques such as MAC address randomization. We hope that this will raise awareness on the necessity to make deeper modifications on the Wi-Fi 802.11 protocol regarding information contained in probe requests that simple identifier randomization. We also aim to raise public concern on the trackability of devices carried by almost anyone at any time.
$ ./panoptiphone.sh wlan0 # Live capture
